About Giovanni
Rana Pasta
Innovative:
Giovanni Rana fresh
frozen filled pasta
features the categories
thinnest dough at less
than 1 mm. Their
exclusive technology
creates a contrast in
texture, combining
large, chunky pieces
with velvet smooth
filling inside.
Authentic:
Their 65-70% filling ratio
lets you experience the
full flavor of premium
natural ingredients.
Versatile:
The fresh frozen filled
pasta fries up delicately
crisp. You can create
exciting new
applications across your
menu, including
appetizers and desserts.
Alternative, no boil cook
methods include: bake,
steam and sauté. And a
higher yield per pound
equals a lower cost per
serving.

TRI-COLOR
TORTELLINI

FP2060 Cheese Tortellini
2/3 lb. case | 60 pieces per pound
FP2065 Tri Color Tortellini
3/4 lb. case | 90 pieces per pound
A creamy blend of whole milk ricotta,
mozzarella, Romano, mascarpone cheese
and fontina cheese wrapped in thin egg
pasta ( Tri Color is flavored with fresh
spinach and tomato.)

CHEESE
TORTELLINI

SHORT RIB RAVIOLI

FP2085 | 2/3 lb. case | 22-27 pieces per pound
Beef short ribs are sautéed with vegetables then braised in a
red wine demi for a rich, satisfying filling, all wrapped in Rana’s
signature thin egg pasta.

PEAS & PANCHETTA TORTELLONE GRANDE
FP2080 | 2/3 lb. case | 42-48 pieces per pound
The traditional pairing of green peas and Pancetta (Italian
bacon) are blended into Rana’s customer ricotta base, then
wrapped in their signature thin egg pasta.

MUSHROOM TRUFFLE RAVIOLI

GNOCCHI
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FP2075 | 2/3 lb. lb. | 15-21 pieces per pound
A blend of roasted Portobello mushrooms and fragrant black
truffle pieces folded into a creamy ricotta base, makes for a
savory filling for Rana’s signature thin egg pasta.
FP2070 | 5/ 2.2 lb.
Extremely light morsels of dough made from potatoes. Boil for a
traditional softer bite or prepare in a skillet for a crispy outside
and soft, tender center. Thaw before cooking,
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